RINGING IN THE

CHANGES

S. E. Piper
INTRODUCTION

The oId school motto was Carpe diem*, seize the opporLunity.
After the Birds of the Eversreen Forest SvmDosium
We did.
there was a rare chance to bring together ringers from alI over
southern Africa.
Some 16 or us gathered on Friday, 1l September
1987, in the Wilderness to discuss the state of ringers, ringing
and its adrninistration.
Our discussion was broken down anto
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Mr Oatley began
by cutt-ining to us two recent trends.
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British and
European nature conservation authorities have in the 19BOs bequn
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Secondly, with the dissolution of the
provincial system the Department of Environmental Affairs has
now taken over the funding of SAFRING on a permanent basis thus
ensuring the long-term survival of the scheme.
TRAINING AND AUTHORISATION

There are stiIl some differences in approach between the vartous
nature conservation authorities in the procedures they adopt
towards the Iicensing of ringing and ringers;
the more heavily
populated regions having more formalised controls.
However,
nobody present felt that the testing and certification
processes
were excessive or were stifling
ringing;
the representatives of
the nature conservancies expressed an especially keen desire to
see ringing encouraged.
Whi1e some need was felt
for
standardization it was not seen as an overridinq issue.
More important was the fact that the authorities

recognised each
other's permits and, as a result, it is easy for qualified
ringers to move from one region to another without excessave
bureaucratic hassle.
It was suggested that for those out-oftowners who wish to ring birds, but who can only get elemenlary
training, that they be alLowed to ring without the higher levels
of control and supervision that prevail in the urban areas.
While this may lead to a temporary lowering of ringing standards
(especially in respect of species identification),
it wilt- be
more than compensated for by an important ringing effort in
1ittle studied regJ-ons.
* I used to think it meant 'fish
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RECREATIONAL RINGING
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not-so-young) aspiring ringers; (iii) built up the population of
provided an opportunity for co-operative
projects spread over the whole sub-continent.
Notwithstanding
this, strong sentiment was expressed against those who partake
in'ring
and fling'with
an eye to competition as this sometimes
implies a lack of concern for the birds and their habitats.
It
was suggested that potentially the best venues for new group
ringing sites are sewage works, reed beds and some nature
reserves.
Furthermore, an effort should be made to encourage
the setting up of ringing stations and back-yard ringjng by
.indlviduals or small groups.
Lastty, the whote object of
recreational ringing was enjoyment and so we shoul"d not insist
upon the full and detaited processing of each bird down to the
recordlng of its ectoparasites' endoparasites I

marked birds and (iv)

MIGRANTS

"What more is there to know about the swallow?" I am somerames
asked.
"Which swal]ow?", I retort.
Of the 15 plus swallows
and martins that visit our region only the palaearctic specres
has a migration pattern that is fairly r^relt estabtished.
(Do I
detect sorne protest about two or three other species? ) Of real
interest are the intra-African
migrants because we know so
little
of them. In addition to the exciting chances of a longdistance recovery is the equally interesting possibility
of a
local recapture as this can yietd data on Iongevity, sIEe
fidelity
and local movements. There is much to be discovered
by long-term, consistent ringing at a number of permanent
stations and this is vrhere the amateur teams come .into their
own.

COLOUR RINGING

Without doubt individually
colour-marked birds
provide
unrivalled,
in-depth information on breeding, feeding and
behaviour of local populations.
However, it is also now
recognised that there is a need, on a world-wide basis, for
stricter
control of the indiscriminate use of colour marks.
This is due to: (a) confusion arising from muttipJ.e author
studies; ( b ) the possibility
that some colour marks may
influence behaviour and mate selection and (c) the way some
marking techniques irnpact upon survj.val. Ringers were reminded
by both Mr Oatley and the nature conservancies that: (i) no
colour ringing study should commence without it being regj-stered
with the local conservation authority and with SAFRING; (ii) afl
colour combinations used shoul-d be reported to SAFRING so that

feedback can be provided to people who resight birds and (iii)
if more than one person is to study a species then there musL be
someone to co-ordinate the colour combinations, or other marks
^-.d other marks are in shorL
supply and potential ringers should contact SAFRING to ascertain
the availability
of materials before commencing a new study.
RINGERS' MANUAL, AGEING AND SEXING GUIDE.

Thp clrrrenf Rinoers' Manlral r^fhcr tike the Curate'S Foo iq
now getting a IittIe
stale in parts and needs updating.
1n
addition, a serious need was registered for a comprehensive
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l',ir T B Oatley of SAFRING would be the editor-in-chief
and co-ordinator of the material.

2.

The southwestern Cape ringers wiII experiment with a
mini-workshop at which they will attempt to devise the
ororrnd-rul es for the Submission of material for the
manual and guide.

3.
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Ringers will be encouraged to submit details
species with whjch they are most familiar.
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looseleaf format so that it
time and be updated easily.
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occurring species is described in a
standard work, such as Svensson, then the author and
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COMPUTERISATION

With a world-wide explosion in the ownership of home microcomputers, it is evjdent that soon many ringers will either have
thejr own computers, or wil] at least have access to a computer.
no more effort to key the ringing data inLo a computer
It:;s
than it is to filL in a a SAFRING schedule 1.
So it is not
surprising, what with the manifold advantages of computerised
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data.

At the annua] Ringing and Migration Conference held by the
British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) this year a major display of
The BTO
micro-computer software for ringers was presented.
have developed their own suite of computer programs for the
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capture, validation and simple analysis of bird ringing data.
In order to provide and plan for the advent of computerisation
i-n southrern Africa a small sub-committee was established to draw
up standards for the interchange of bird ringing data.
This
working group will comprise Professor L G UnderhiII and Messrs.
DMSchuLtzandSEPiDer.
RINGERS

I

CONFERENCE

It is now some time since a ringersr conference was held and it
was felt that with the rnany recent advances in ringing studies
it would be appropriate to organise a conference in 1989.
Mr T B
Oatley undertook, in conjunction with Transvaal
delegates, to try to persuade the ringing groups of the
Witwatersrand and Northern Transvaal Bird Clubs to join forces
and together host such a conference.
It was further suggested
that the conference would possibly coincj_de with the S.A.O.S.
A.G.M. weekend, thus sharing speakers, events, venue and
outings.
At this proposed conference support for an in-depth
seminar on the data processing and statistical
analyses of
ringing data will be canvassed. This was at the suggeslion of
Professor L G Underhill of U.C.T. and received the meetinq's
enthusiastic support.
DIRECTORY OF RINGERS AND RINGING

was requested to compile a ]ist of those ringers active
in southern Africa (there are thought to be about 1-25 of them)
and the projects on whj-ch they are !,rorking.
It is hoped that
this compilation will be published once a year in Safring ttews
and will show, for each ringer, where they ring, what specres
they are working oD, and the type(s) ot project that they
undertake.
SAFRING

On behalf of those present, and a1I other ringers,

Mr T B Oatley
and his assistant were congratulated on the consistently high
quality of their output and of Safring News, their speed of
response to ringers'questions
ana proUfem.s and foi their
unfailing good humour.
I thank D M Broderick and D M SchuLtz for reading earlier
of this reDort.
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